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Abstract

Purpose Validating the current protocol of

Amsler chart grid surveillance for the early

detection of subretinal neovascular membrane

(SRN) in age-related macular degeneration

(AMD), and investigating its value in

facilitating early laser therapy.

Methods A retrospective pilot study. Setting:

central London eye hospital with dedicated

24-h ophthalmic casualty serving West and

West-central London. Participants: 100

consecutive AMD patients who attended

casualty with vision loss fulfilling the

following criteria: patients had received and

been instructed in the use of Amsler charts

according to the unit’s dispensation protocol,

fluorescein angiography which confirmed new

SRN. Patients presented over 20 months.

Outcome measures were detection of SRN by

the Amsler chart, and laser treatment of SRN.

Results The Amsler chart surveillance

protocol had detected SRN in 29 of the 100

patients. The surveillance protocol detected

less than 30% of the specific patients who

subsequently underwent laser treatment. A

statistically significant difference was seen on

comparing the ages of patients in whom the

screening protocol was successful versus those

in whom it was unsuccessful (student’s t-test,

Po3.2� 10�13). Younger patients were more

likely to be detected using the Amsler chart. A

one-tailed w2 test approached, but did not

achieve, statistical significance (w2¼ 1.057,

Po0.3) suggesting that patients who have

already lost vision to SRN in one eye might

not be more likely to be detected using the

surveillance protocol than patients in whom

SRN was affecting their first eye. In all, 38% of

surveillance responders went on to receive

laser therapy, compared with 37% of

surveillance nonresponders.

Conclusions The current Amsler chart

surveillance protocol is suboptimal for

detecting SRN in AMD, and a proportion of

cases suitable for early laser therapy may be

missing rapid detection. The results are

especially important since recent advances in

laser therapy for SRN require early detection

for optimal effectiveness.
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Introduction

Many severe cases of age-related macular

degeneration (AMD) are due to the

development of sub-retinal neovascular

membrane (SRN).1–8 SRN has also received

attention because it is potentially treatable, with

Argon laser8,9 and recently transpupillary

thermotherapy (TTT)10-13 or photodynamic

therapy with verteporfin (PDT).6,7 Early

detection of SRN is required to increase the

effectiveness of these treatments.6–8,13

For the last six decades, to detect SRN early,

most ophthalmologists have asked AMD

patients to undergo a surveillance protocol

using a printed diagram called an Amsler chart

(also called Amsler grid).14,15 After being given

instructions on regular use of the Amsler chart,

patients self-screen their own vision at home. If

positive, the formerly straight lines on the chart
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either seem distorted or absent, and this heralds the

development of SRN. There are three key components to

this form of surveillance. Firstly, charts are given to all

patients with AMD together with good instructions on its

use, particularly to return urgently to the eye department

if distortion or field loss develops. Secondly, patients use

the chart at least once a week. Thirdly, patients actually

act in accordance with instructions.

There have been a few medium-sized studies to

validate Amsler charts as a surveillance tool in retinal

disease,15-19 but comparatively little data exists on the

benefits of the Amsler chart protocol in patients with

AMD who go on to develop SRN, specifically whether

the protocol facilitates detection to the degree of

improving treatment outcome. With new treatment

strategies so dependent on early detection, we elected to

assess the effectiveness of this standard surveillance

protocol, especially with this context in mind.

Methods

The Amsler chart surveillance protocol that we studied is

typical of that used in eye departments in the British

National Health Service. We undertook a retrospective,

pilot study to validate the effectiveness of the Amsler

chart for early detection of SRN in AMD, and subsequent

initiation of laser treatment. The objective was, firstly, to

estimate what proportion of AMD patients who have

been given the Amsler chart have subsequent SRN

detected because of using the chart. Secondly, we looked

at how Amsler chart use affected treatment outcome.

Recruitment was undertaken retrospectively from

patients who had attended the dedicated 24-h

ophthalmic casualty department at the Western Eye

Hospital serving West and West-Central London, which

includes referrals from St Mary’s, Hammersmith,

Charing Cross, Hillingdon, Chelsea and Westminster

Hospitals.

Data was collected from 100 consecutive AMD

patients, who had attended over a 20 month period, and

who fulfilled two inclusion criteria: they had all been

given and instructed in the use of the Amsler chart

according to unit protocol, and had subsequently

developed SRN. The following information was also

collected: age; presenting complaint (eg the patient had

noticed Amsler chart abnormalities); mode of

presentation (self-referral, from a routine clinic

appointment, via optometrist or general practitioner

(GP); whether this was the patient’s first or second eye to

be affected by SRN; and the outcome of attendance: was

laser treatment initiated and what type had been used.

SRN diagnosis was established by subsequent fundus

fluorescein angiography (FFA). Angiograms were

interpreted by one of two consultant ophthalmologists

with special retinal expertise (KGE & NL). All 100 study

patients had received a standard Amsler chart (chart

number one by Keelers) at this unit, with instructions on

how to use it and what to do (attend the eye department)

if they noticed changes. Each small square when held at

1/3 m subtends 1 degree of arc. Specific instructions were

given on how to use the chart at the time of its

dispensation: ‘Hold the chart before yourself at 30

centimetres, wearing spectacles as required, and test each

eye separately. Use the chart at least once a week. Focus

on the spot in the centre and observe the lines’. Patients

were instructed to urgently return to the hospital’s eye

casualty (accident and emergency (A/E)) if they noticed

any new bending or gap in the lines.

Those patients who had attended casualty because

they had noticed Amsler chart changes were termed

‘responders’. Those who had attended but not because of

observations made using their Amsler charts were

termed ‘nonresponders’.

Results

Key results are summarised in Table 1 and Figure 1. Of

100 AMD patients who had been recruited into the

surveillance protocol and had subsequently developed

SRN, attendance at casualty had been precipitated by

Amsler chart use in only 29 patients.

Effect of age

The mean age of responders was approximately 61 and

nonresponders approximately 77 (Table 1). A greater

proportion of older patients failed to respond to the

Amsler chart: student t-test comparing the ages of

Amsler responders and nonresponders was statistically

significant (Po3.2� 10�13).

Presenting with symptoms in the first vs the second eye

The total number of patients having already lost vision to

SRN in one eye and who now developed it in a second

eye was 21. Most of these (13, 62%) had not attended

because of Amsler chart changes. However, when

comparing the number of patients presenting with

second eye symptoms between the responder and

nonresponder subgroups, a one-tailed w2 test did not

quite achieve statistical significance (w2 ¼ 1.057, Po0.3).

Mode of presentation

Out of 29 Amsler responders, only 18 had actually

followed the protocol and presented direct to the eye

casualty. The others had first presented to their

optometrist or GP (Table 1 and Figure 1). Interestingly, of
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the 71 nonresponders 13 (18% of nonresponders) did

present direct to casualty but not because of Amsler chart

use (Table 1 and Figure 1). The largest subgroup of

nonresponders (28, 39% of nonresponders) had in fact

been referred for urgent management from routine

ophthalmic clinic follow-up (Table 1 and Figure 1).

Therapeutic outcome

Of the 100 patients, 37 went on to receive laser treatment.

Less than a third of these treatments (11 of 37) had been

precipitated by Amsler chart surveillance. This

proportion of patients in whom surveillance with the

Table 1 AMD patients who develop SRN while undergoing an Amsler chart surveillance protocol, comparing those who attended
the eye casualty because they had noticed chart changes (responders) with those who attended for other reasons (nonresponders)

Responders Nonresponders

Number of patients 29 18 to eye casualty 13 to eye casualty
0 via an eye clinic 71 28 eye clinic
10 via optometrist 18 via optometrist
1 via GP 12 GP

Number of patients then treated with laser 11 10: PDT 26 24: PDT
1: Argon laser 2: Argon laser

Mean age 60.871.4 (range 55–88) 76.571.1 (range 55–91)
No. of second eyes 8 13

Figure 1 Flow diagram illustrating mode of presentation and outcomes for study patients.
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Amsler chart made a difference to outcome, are

illustrated in Figure 2. Treated patients included 38% of

responders and 37% of nonresponders. Most had

undergone photodynamic therapy with verteporfin

(Table 1 and Figure 1).

Discussion

This study has found that in a population of patients

with AMD complicated by SRN, Amsler chart

surveillance led to appropriate casualty presentation in

less than one in three and laser treatment in only 11%

(Figure 2). The majority of patients presented for other

reasons despite being incorporated into the surveillance

protocol.

Of the parameters studied age was found to have the

most statistically significant effect on outcome, with

Amsler chart surveillance more effective in younger

patients. Interestingly, we did not find that people in

whom SRN was affecting their second eye were more

likely to be detected using the Amsler chart. This

counter-intuitive result may however be a consequence

of the study size. Many aspects of the Amsler chart

surveillance protocol were not studied, including the

number of AMD patients who are enrolled into the

protocol yet do not develop SRN, those who remain

undetected, the number and outcomes of casualty

attendances precipitated by the protocol that do not

result in a diagnosis of SRN, and a breakdown of

symptomatology in nonresponders to the protocol.

These will be included in future studies precipitated

by this pilot project. Another adverse factor in this

study may be that it was retrospective. Since,

however, a major factor in the study is compliance,16

this might have been artificially enhanced by a

prospective study.

To varying degrees other studies have questioned

the validity of Amsler chart screening.15,19 None of

the other larger studies looked exclusively at SRN in

AMD, but included patients with other conditions

such as high myopia and ocular histoplasmosis.16

Also, treatment outcome was not investigated and

some investigators used different protocols to the

current study, for example, patients had used an

illuminated Amsler chart.17,18 These previous studies

did however suggest two principle problems with

Amsler chart screening: difficulty with compliance,16

and problems with the subjective nature of the test.19

Either of these problems may explain the age-dependent

success rate seen in this study. Relatively high levels

of concentration are needed to undertake the test

and levels of fatigue and anxiety are important,

compounded by the perceptual completion phenomenon

wherein results have been shown to vary during

the course of the day.19 All three are often affected

by age, to varying degrees depending on the individual.

Anxiety in the subject can also influence the results

of testing.

The current study is also unique as we have looked at

treatment outcome. This was however limited to

documenting whether patients underwent laser

treatment. Other therapeutic outcomes, such as benefits

from prescribing low vision aid, blind registration,

etc were not investigated. Also, because this is only

an initial pilot study, visual benefit from laser treatment

was not documented. Despite this it is particularly

notable that a similar proportion of surveillance

responders and nonresponders were suitable for laser

treatment (respectively 38% compared with 37%). This

might suggest that Amsler chart surveillance is not

only of limited value in precipitating casualty attendance

when SRN develops, but is also poor at identifying

SRN that is amenable to treatment. This although is

not surprising since it has been shown that

discrimination between ‘treatable’ and ‘untreatable’

SRN is difficult even when fluorescein angiography

has been undertaken.20

These results are of increasing importance however

since, in Britain, the National Institute for Clinical

Excellence has highlighted early diagnosis as vital to the

outcome of photodynamic therapy in SRN.6 Argon laser

is also most effective when SRN is detected early.9

Further subgroups who stand to benefit from the chart

are being investigated on the basis of new questions

raised by this study, including the relationship between

detection and the subtype of subretinal membrane in

terms of morphology, size, and location. This might itself

be closely linked to visual function at the time the chart

was issued, at the time of detection, and following laser

therapy.

Figure 2 Breakdown of positive outcomes in which the Amsler
chart led to the initiation of laser treatment.
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To some extent, the problems of undertaking an

effective screening protocol for SRN in AMD are

surmountable. Compliance can be increased through

intensifying surveillance. This could involve compiling

an ‘at risk’ register of those with AMD and sending these

patients reminders on using the Amsler chart at regular

intervals. Giving written instructions on the use of the

chart could also increase compliance. However, the

problem of the test’s subjective nature would still remain.

Alternatives to the standard paper Amsler chart, as used

in the British National Health Service, might also make

the screening protocol more objective. These would

require more frequent clinical assessments but, with

appropriate equipment and training, some could be

undertaken in a primary care setting such as in GP or

optometrist clinics. This could involve regular

assessments with an objective screening tool such as

retinal photography21 or optical coherence tomography.

For use in the present the former is the most promising,

and is used already in diabetes21 and glaucoma clinics.

However, a major drawback is that these imaging tools

do not function in the presence of significant media

opacities, which are common in the elderly. Other tools

such as visual perimetry, illuminated and suprathreshold

Amsler grids, and colour-contrast sensitivity are

subjective, and thus likely to suffer from this same

weaknesses found with the standard Amsler chart, while

red foveal flicker fusion frequency has rarely been tried

outside research.17,18,22,23 Pupillometry24 offers promise for

the future as it is eminently objective and still functions in

the presence of almost all significant media opacities, but

the potentially complex and very specialised technology is

not suitable for operation by GPs, optometrists, and

ophthalmologists untrained in its use, and the advanced

pupillometry which could be used in retinal diagnosis

demands more technical skill and expertise in data

interpretation than is possessed by even most

ophthalmologists familiar with its general use. However,

any of these potential community screening protocols

would benefit greatly from telemedicine links which could

feed into regional centres and thus allow supervision ‘from

a distance’ by ophthalmologists experienced in these retinal

and/or technical fields, who would also interpret the

results of the more complex and overtly specialised

imaging or physiological recording techniques. Alternately,

a regional centre could provide a centralised service for

patients at 6-month intervals, out of which also operated

mobile surveillance units for house-bound or noncompliant

patients, which could be aided by telemedicine.

Nevertheless, in the absence of a validated alternative being

routinely implemented, the Amsler chart continues to offer

inexpensive rudimentary serveillance with a pick-up rate of

almost one in three patients with SRN in this study, and

should thus continue to be dispensed.

Bearing in mind the prevalence of AMD and the

increased therapeutic importance of early detection of

SRN, it is clear that improvements in the current

surveillance protocol are required. Moving screening into

primary care with new technology, supported by

telemedicine links to dedicated specialists offering

technical expertise in hospitals, might provide an

opportunity to construct a more effective, coordinated,

national screening protocol. A national screening

programme of this nature would be a major development

in clinical ophthalmology and a logical outcome if the

field of laser/surgical therapy for AMD continues to

advance.
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